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For more information about Saints 
Care or to participate in one of our 
upcoming events, please contact:
saints.care@marymount.edu 

EVENTS SPONSORED BY SAINTS CARE:
  Interactive Educational Speakers
  Fear 2 Freedom
  Self Defense Workshops
  International Women’s Day
  Campus Dialogues
  Red Flag Campaign
  Clothesline Project
  Film Screenings
  Take Back the Night

WE ARE ALL RESPONSIBLE  
for the well-being  

of our campus 
community.   

If you  
SEE SOMETHING, 
SAY SOMETHING, 

 especially if you 
see a situation that 

poses a risk for sexual 
or interpersonal 

misconduct. 
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#saintsspeakup



BECOME  
AN ACTIVE 
BYSTANDER  

KNOW THE STEPS TO INTERVENE 
  Notice the event: Be aware of your surroundings  

and notice the events around you.

  Interpret the event as a problem: Investigate.  
Do I recognize that someone needs help?

  Assume personal responsibility: Take responsibility  
for the well-being of everyone in the community.

  Step Up: Educate yourself on what to do if  
someone is in trouble.

  Support: Listen and offer to contact a confidential 
resource. Be a Saint. INTERVENE SAFELY 

  Tell another person: Call the police/911,  
especially if the situation looks dangerous. 

  Separate: Step in directly or as a group  
and separate the persons involved. 

  Ask if the person is okay: Be a friend, let  
them know you’re stepping in because  
you’re concerned. 

  Listen to the person: Provide options and  
a listening ear.

  Ask the person if they want to leave: Make  
sure they get home safely. 

UNDERSTAND WHAT CONSENT IS
  Willing: Consent is never given under pressure

    or by force and is expressed through words or
    actions that create a mutually understandable 

permission.

  Clear: Consent is active.

  Ongoing: Consent must be granted every time. 

  Coherent: Those who are incapacitated by drugs  
or alcohol cannot consent. 

The Marymount University Saints Care Committee is a group of students, 
staff and faculty charged with the responsibility of coordinating efforts to 
promote healthy relationships and to increase education and awareness 
around interpersonal and sexual misconduct. 


